
Beamline boost
China should make the most of opportunities 
provided by its powerful neutron source.

In 2009, China opened what was at the time its costliest piece of 
scientific infrastructure — a 1.2-billion-yuan (US$176-million) 
synchrotron light source in Shanghai.

The facility put China in an elite club, and produced impressive 
results, such as revealing the structure of proteins that allow 
mammalian brain cells to get fuel from glucose, and the plumage 
structure of birds’ dinosaurian ancestors. More than 20,000 scientists 
have been involved in projects there.

But it should be doing more. When it opened, its designers promised 
that 30 beamlines would be feeding experiments within 5 years. Now, 
8 years later, there are only 13. 

Building facilities of this size and complexity brings headaches for a 
variety of unpredictable reasons; and the frustrations don’t end when 
the last door is on its hinges. For example, a deputy director at the 
Shanghai synchrotron told Nature that difficulties in arranging invest-
ment from various funding agencies had delayed the addition of new 
beamlines. (He says that this is now taken care of and that there will 
be 18 more beamlines over the next 5 years.) 

Another scientific resource in the country, the China Advanced 
Research Reactor, reached criticality in 2010 and full power in 2012. 
But scientists have told Nature that the facility is not operating, and 
that specially built instruments sit unused. (The China Institute of 
Atomic Energy, which oversees the facility, did not respond to Nature’s 
request for an update.)

Now there is the new 2.2-billion-yuan China Spallation Neutron 
Source (CSNS). The facility, which started producing neutron beam-
lines in August and is readying instruments to start experiments by 
early next year, merits an enthusiastic welcome. It will be one of just 
a handful of neutron spallation sources around the world — facili-
ties that deliver dense beams of neutrons, which can be used, like 
X-rays from synchrotrons, to examine the inner workings of various 
materials but with certain advantages (see page 284). It promises a 
bonanza of both fundamental and commercially oriented achieve-
ments, in fields ranging from materials science and Earth science to 
palaeontology.

It is also part of a bid to develop southern China as an alternative 
science base to Beijing and Shanghai. The CSNS is in Dongguan, 
sandwiched between the business hubs of Guangzhou and Shenzhen, 
an area known more for manual labour than for cutting-edge physics. 

Building science capacity in southern China is a noble idea. It is also 
where the problems start. The complexity of making and operating 
the CSNS beamlines and instruments requires expertise applied day-
to-day. Most of China’s neutron-source experts are still in Shanghai 
or Beijing and only dart in and out of Dongguan, sometimes leaving 
postdoctoral researchers to keep the development of their instruments 
moving forward. 

The facility would do well to hire more-senior people from China 
or other countries to stay permanently. But Dongguang lacks the 
cosmopolitan attraction of Beijing or Shanghai, so the facility’s manag-
ers need to contemplate offering comparatively high salaries or other 
enticements. Younger researchers could also be cultivated to fill the 
gap, possibly by first sending them abroad to long-established neutron 
facilities, something for which funding agencies might be able to set 
aside money. 

The many new universities in the region could also hire more 
researchers in related fields, to pull in the much-needed human 
resources — this world-class facility could put them on the map. Sev-
eral are already doing this, but there is room for more such activity. 
The CSNS, for its part, should create a strong outreach programme 
to inform potential users in China and globally of the facility’s 
capabilities.  

China also needs to be more flexible in its equipment purchasing 
rules. Procurement guidelines at the CSNS favour domestic com-
panies. However, requiring instruments to be built with Chinese 
parts, when tried and tested versions are available overseas, can slow 
construction and compromise quality. 

Some scientists have already registered their frustration that only 
three instruments are being readied for the facility’s experimental 
debut when there are some 20 beamline slots available. More instru-
ments are coming, and China’s science ministry, the Chinese Academy 
of Sciences and the National Natural Science Foundation of China 
should support the building of human resources to make the most 
of the facility. 

The CSNS is important for other countries, too. There are scientists 
around the world who want access to its projects. As science funders 
everywhere scrutinize the costs and benefits of new science facilities, 
China’s neutron users should encourage colleagues abroad to help 
demonstrate that such investments are worthwhile. ■

working outside their core discipline.
Appearance and aesthetics play a significant part in chemistry. 

Organic chemists often describe their strategies to make natural 
products or pharmaceuticals as ‘elegant’ or ‘attractive’. Robert Burns 
Woodward, winner of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1965, noted 
that the creative challenge that synthesis offers would see it endure as 
long as people “write books, paint pictures, and fashion things which 
are beautiful, or practical, or both”. And as French chemist Marcellin 
Berthelot put it in the nineteenth century, “chemistry creates its own 
object” — conjuring an image of a molecular artist.

This attitude goes hand in hand with a science that is primarily 
drawn, not written. Take benzene. In 1858, chemists August Kekulé 
and Archibald Scott Couper independently suggested the concept of 
a chemical structure that links carbon atoms. The invention there-
after of a symbolic language showing how the various atoms are 
connected gave chemists a way to show what was going on in their 
flasks. Famously, Kekulé had a vision in which he saw the ouroboros 
— a snake biting its own tail — giving him the idea for benzene’s ring 
structure. Since then, there have been many modifications to how 
structures are represented, as our understanding of electrons, cova-
lent bonding, quantum mechanics and molecular shape have evolved. 

Equally important is presentation. And as the molecules that can be 
made become ever more complex, we need updated design principles. 
Fraser Stoddart at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, who 
won a share of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry last year for his role in 
creating molecular-sized machines, is noted for his use of colour in 
his papers to represent different parts of a molecule. These illustrate 
the various atomic-scale pumps, switches and knots with cartoons 

that link to the chemistry involved. Some 
chemists are more creative artists than are 
others.

So, more than simply standardizing how 
chemical structures look in Nature journals, 
we hope that our guide and template will 

help researchers to depict the complexity of life’s molecules clearly. 
For those unfamiliar with the drawing software, this template will do 
the work, as well as avoiding chemical impossibilities such as ‘Texas’ 
carbons (named for their resemblance to the emblem of the Lone 
Star State). Everything is already in Nature style and to scale, so the 
tools mean less work for authors and editors alike. We offer them, 
not to dampen flair, but to make it easier for all to draw chemical 
structures with minimal fuss. Now go create! ■
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“Some chemists 
are more creative 
artists than are 
others.”
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